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ABSTRACT With the facilitation of the fifth generation new radio, vehicle-to-everything applications have

entered a brand new era to sustain the next generation driving use cases of advanced driving, vehicle pla-

tooning, extended sensors, and remote driving. To deploy these driving use cases, the service requirements,

however, include low latency, high reliability, and high data rates, which thus render utilizing millimeter

wave (mmWave) carriers (spectrum above 6 GHz) as a remedy to empower the next generation driving use

cases. However, suffering from severe signal attenuation, the transmission range of mmWave carriers may

be very limited, which is unfavorable in mobile network deployment to offer seamless services, and compel

directional transmission/reception using beamforming mandatory. For this purpose, both a transmitter and a

receiver should sweep their beams toward different directions over time, and a communication link can be

established only if a transmitter and a receiver arrange their beam directions toward each other at the same

time (known as beam alignment). Unfortunately, the latency of performing beam sweeping to achieve beam

alignment turns out to be a dominating challenge to exploit mmWave, especially for the next generation

driving use cases. In this paper, we consequently derive essential principles and designs for beam sweeping

at the transmitter side and receiver side, which not only guarantee the occurrence of beam alignment but

also optimize the latency to achieve beam alignment. Based on the availabilities of a common geographic

reference and the knowledge of beam sweeping scheme at the transmitter side, we derive corresponding

performance bounds in terms of latency to achieve beam alignment, and the device corresponding latency-

optimal beam sweeping schemes. The provided engineering insights, therefore, pave inevitable foundations

to practice the next generation driving use cases using mmWave carriers.

INDEX TERMS NR V2X, next generation driving use cases, mmWave, low latency, beam sweeping.

I. INTRODUCTION

Different from conventional vehicular communication tech-

nologies, such as IEEE 802.11p Dedicated Short Range

Communications (DSRC) [1]–[4] and 3GPP Long-Term

Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X)

[5]–[7], mainly targeting at scenarios of electronic toll

collection (ETC), safety message exchanges, urgent event

awareness, commercial transactions on vehicles, etc., 3GPP

has envisioned the next generation driving use cases since

Jun. 2018 [8], [9]. In 3GPP’s vision, 28 use cases and cor-

responding service requirements are revealed to empower

advanced intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [8]. These

advanced driving use cases are classed into four major

categories, including advanced driving, vehicle platooning,

extended sensors and remote driving [9].

Since 28 use cases are involved, the service requirements

(this part will be surveyed in Section II) are diverse to include

low latency, ultra-high reliability and high data rates for
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periodic and aperiodic traffic transmissions. As supporting

ultra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC)

is one of the crucial features of 3GPP ‘‘New Radio

(NR)’’ [10], 3GPP has launched a new normative work for

NR V2X in Release 16 since 2018. Although these four

categories specifically schematize the scope of upcoming

ITS, sustaining these four categories over Release 16 is

an extremely challenging task due to the following two

issues.

A. OBSTACLES IN SUPPORTING HIGH RELIABILITY, LOW

LATENCY AND HIGH DATA RATE V2X TRANSMISSIONS

First, to potentially sustain both periodic and aperiodic traffic

transmissions, a gNB may not know when messages to be

transmitted from a vehicle arrive at a vehicle. As a result,

a vehicle needs to request radio resources from a gNB when

it has messages to be delivered. However, to provide low

latency message delivery, a vehicle may not rely on the

conventional four-message exchanging procedure to request

radio resource from a gNB, which may lead to unacceptably

large latency. To avoid the four-message exchanging pro-

cedure, a new semi-persistent resource reservation scheme

is introduced in Release 15 NR, in which a gNB semi-

persistently reserves radio resources for a vehicle (that is,

available transmission opportunities occur periodically for

a vehicle). In this case, the latency to deliver messages is

directly proportional to the time duration between the time

instant when messages arrive at a vehicle and the time instant

of the upcoming transmission opportunity). As a result,

if transmission opportunities occur frequently over time, then

the latency can be significantly reduced. On the other hand,

if a vehicle does not have any message to be transmitted,

then the reserved radio resources are wasted. Consequently,

there is a tradeoff between latency and the amount of utilized

radio resources. Second, to jointly sustain high reliability and

low latency, the hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) to

retransmit a message when the previous message transmis-

sion is not successful may lead to ineligible latency [11]–[13].

This concern thus renders one-shot transmission repetition

and conservative modulation and coding scheme (MCS) the

effective approaches. Generally, when the number of repeti-

tion increases (and/or the modulation order and coding rate

decrease), the reliability is also enhanced as well. Conse-

quently, there is also a tradeoff between latency/reliability and

the amount of utilized radio resources.

Above two issues reveal the same fact that, to support

high reliability and low latency, more radio resources and

thus more bandwidth are inevitably required. Together with

the service requirements of high data rate transmissions,

the remedy to support four categories of the next generation

driving use cases turns out to exploit the millimeter-wave

(mmWave) spectrum, where sufficiently wide bandwidth is

available. To this end, spectrum ranges both below 6 GHz

(known as frequency range 1, FR1) and above 6 GHz (known

as frequency range 2, FR2) are supported by NR V2X in

Release 16.

B. OBSTACLES IN EXPLOITING MMWAVE SPECTRUM

FOR V2X TRANSMISSIONS

Although a wider bandwidth is available (up to 10-100 GHz)

through exploiting mmWave spectrum, signal propagation

may suffer from significant attenuation. As a result, the trans-

mission range using mmWave spectrum may be very limited.

In practice, a short transmission range may not be desired

for V2X in providing seamless services. For this purpose,

an operator should massively deploy a large number of

(gNB-like) RSUs to eliminate potential coverage holes,

which however leads to an unacceptable cost in deployment.

In addition, to support high mobility up to 500 km/h, mas-

sive RSU deployment also invokes a large number of han-

dovers, which renders service continuity a complicated issue.

To address above engineering concerns, the transmission

range of using mmWave spectrum should be substantially

extended [14]–[17], and to this end, beamforming has been

regarded as a mandatory function to apply mmWave to V2X

use cases.

To extend the transmission range using beamforming,

a transmitter may concentrate the transmission antenna gain

on a certain beam (known as transmission beam) direction.

In the meantime, a receiver may also concentrate the recep-

tion antenna gain on a certain beam (known as reception

beam) direction. For this goal, a transmitter (or a receiver)

may quantize its transmission (or reception) area into a cer-

tain number of beam directions, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

A link between a transmitter and a receiver can be cre-

ated only if the transmission beam direction and reception

beam direction are arranged toward each other at the same

time. This case is referred as beam alignment, as illustrated

in Fig. 1(b). If both a transmitter and a receive are aware of

the geographic locations of each other, then beam alignment

can be achieved through arranging the transmission beam

direction toward the location of a receiver, and arranging the

reception beam direction toward the location of a transmitter.

Unfortunately, the locations of a transmitter and a receiver

may not be a common knowledge when a vehicle just powers

on or moves in the coverage of a RSU. At this moment,

without any priori location knowledge of each other, both a

RSU and a vehicle should sweep their transmission beam and

reception beam over all possible beam directions, and this

operation is known as initial access.

To perform initial access, there are two primary challenges

having to conquer: (i) Both a transmitter and a receiver do not

knowwhich beam direction is able to achieve beam alignment

due to the lack of the knowledge about the locations of

each other. (ii) A transmitter and a receiver do not know

the correct time to arrange the beam directions toward each

other. To address these two challenges, three classes of beam

sweeping schemes have received considerable attentions:

• Signal to Interference and Noise Power Ratio (SINR)

Maximization: Both a transmitter and a receiver

sweep their beams over all possible directions with

an equal workload. Through proper designs of sig-

nal filtering and/or precoding architecture [18]–[22],
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FIGURE 1. Beam sweeping at the transmitter side and receiver side to achieve beam alignment.

the locations of the transmitter and the receiver can

be identified/estimated as the beam direction with the

largest SINR. However, the concept of beam sweeping

sequence designs is not introduced in this class, and

the beam sweepings at the transmitter side and receiver

side only rely on exhaust search. As a result, it is
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possible that the beam alignment could never be

achieved. On the other hand, this class of designs also

rely on a feedback channel for a receiver to inform the

transmitter about the SINR of present beam direction

arrangement. In addition, beam sweeping at the trans-

mitter side and receiver side may need to be performed

repeatedly to lead to a converged SINR results. Unfortu-

nately, a feedback channel may not always exist espe-

cially for initial access. The repeated beam sweeping

also extend the latency to achieve beam alignment.

• Location Identification: In this class of des-

igns [23]–[26], particular tags, such as radio frequency

identification (RFID) or global positioning system

(GPS) are utilized by both a transmitter and a receiver

to identify the locations of each other. However, infor-

mation provided by RFID or GPS may not always

be available for the radio layer to perform beam

sweeping.

• Open-Loop Sweeping: Similar to the class of sig-

nal filtering, both a transmitter and a receiver sweep

their beams over all possible directions with an equal

workload. However, there is no feedback channel for

a receiver to provide beam alignment information to a

transmitter [26]–[31].

For practical deployment of V2X in which all vehicles may

continuously change the locations, the ‘‘Open-Loop Sweep-

ing’’ is the applicable design. For this class of designs, if the

numbers of possible beam directions at the transmitter side

and receive side are Ns and Nr , respectively, then the ideal

latency to achieve beam alignment is O(NsNr ). However,

existing beam sweeping designs do not guarantee beam align-

ment. If beam sweeping is not well designed, it is possible that

beam alignment is never achieved. After the initial access,

a moving vehicle may inherently change its location, and

therefore beam sweeping should be continuously performed.

Nevertheless, a vehicle may acquire information after initial

access, such as a common geographic locations, to facilitate

the optimization of the latency performance to achieve beam

alignment for the subsequent access (SA).

C. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS PAPER

Despite the link vulnerability and beam alignment latency of

applying the beamforming technology to moving vehicles,

such directional transmission/reception has been regarded as

the mandatory scheme to exploit FR2 spectrum, which is

inevitable in practicing the four categories of the next genera-

tion driving use cases. Considering the ideal beam alignment

latencyO(NsNr ), effective designs of beam sweeping are thus

urgently required to approach this ideal performance.

In this paper, we therefore derive the latency-optimal

sweeping designs to achieve the ideal beam alignment latency

O(NsNr ). Instead of providing a specific beam sweeping

sequence, we derive the general principles to generate the

latency-optimal beam sweeping sequence. The optimality

of the derived principles is two-fold to a) guarantee that

beam alignment must occur within the sequence length of

beam sweeping, and b) minimize the latency to achieve beam

alignment. The performance evaluation results show that the

beam sweeping sequences generated by the derived principle

effectively guarantee the occurrence of beam alignment with

the ideal latency of O(NsNr ).

II. SERVICE REQUIREMENTS OF THE NEXT GENERATION

DRIVING USE CASES

The category of advanced driving supports automated driving

of Society of Automotive Engineering (SAE) Level 3 to Level

6. For these medium to high degrees of automation, vehicles

should share their status information (e.g., speed, heading)

and action information (e.g., braking, acceleration, planed

driving trajectory) with each other using direct device-to-

device (D2D) communications [32], [33], to achieve coop-

erative collision avoidance (CoCA), emergency trajectory

alignment, and cooperative lane change (CLC). The appli-

cation layer to application layer (A2A) latency of message

exchanges should be less than 3 to 25 ms. It implies that

the Layer 1 latency should be less than 3 ms, with a relia-

bility of 99.99%. For these information exchanges, messages

are generated aperiodically, and the message size generally

ranges from 300 bytes to 12000 bytes. In addition to informa-

tion exchanges among vehicles, a vehicle may also exchange

safety messages with a (gNB-like) road side unit (RSU) at

intersections of roads. These safety messages include mov-

ing status and locations of pedestrians and vehicles, high-

resolution (HD) digital map, and three-dimensional (3D)

video. In generally, these safety messages are generated peri-

odically with a generation rate of 10 messages per second.

The message size ranges from 6000 bytes to 6500 bytes.

The A2A latency to exchange these messages should be less

than 100 ms, which implies that the Layer 1 latency should

be less than 10 ms. In practice, at least 200 vehicles should

be supported at each intersection. As a result, the message

exchanges in this category can be periodic and aperiodic, with

extremely low latency, high reliability, and high throughout.

The category of vehicle platooning can be regarded as a

special case of advanced driving, in which multiple vehi-

cles can form a platooning group with distance between

vehicles less than 1 m. For this purpose, vehicles within a

platooning group should share their status information and

action information with other group members for cooperative

maneuver. Therefore, the latency and reliability requirements

of message exchanges in this category are similar to that of

advanced driving. However, different from the message gen-

eration behavior in advanced driving that messages in some

use cases are generated aperiodically, message generation in

vehicle platooning is generally periodic with a generation

rate ranges from 30 to 50 messages per second. As a result,

the message exchanges in this category are periodic with

extremely low latency, high reliability, and high throughout.

The category of extended sensors supports vehicles to per-

form cooperative perception, and in these use cases vehicles

may share sensor or HD video data with other vehicles in
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the same area. For this category, message generation is not

required to be periodic, and therefore it can be generally

aperiodic. The A2A latency requirement ranges from 3 ms to

50 ms, and therefore the Layer 1 latency should be less than

3ms, with reliability ranging from 95% to 99.999%. Since the

types of perception could be diverse, the message size may

depend on the practical use cases. As a result, the message

exchanges in this category are aperiodic with extremely low

latency and high reliability.

The category of remote driving enables a vehicle to be

controlled by either a person or cloud computing servers.

When on-board cameras installed on a vehicle upload the live

video to a remote person or cloud computing servers through

RSUs, a remote person or cloud computing servers can send

downlink vehicle control comments to a vehicle through

RSUs. As a result, this category requires both uplink and

downlink transmissions with an uplink data rate of 25 Mbps

and a downlink data rate of 1 Mbps. The A2A latency should

be less than 5 ms, which implies that the Layer 1 latency

should be less than 2 ms, with a reliability of 99.999%. As a

result, the message exchanges in this category are periodic in

uplink and aperiodic in downlink with extremely low latency,

high reliability, and high throughout in uplink.

III. SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

In this paper, we consider the latency-optimal beam align-

ment issue between a transmitter and a receiver. Suppose that

a receiver has Nr ≥ 2 possible beam directions indexed by

i = 0, . . . ,Nr−1, and a transmitter hasNs ≥ 2 possible beam

directions indexed by j = 0, . . . ,Ns − 1. Both a transmitter

and a receiver are able to change their beam direction at each

time t . LetBr (t) andBs(t) denote the selected beam directions

at the receiver side and transmitter side at time t , respectively.

Beam alignment can be achieved if a receiver sweeps its

beam direction toward the location of a transmitter (denote

this beam direction as i∗) and a transmitter sweeps its beam

direction toward the location of a receiver (denote this beam

direction as j∗), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). In general, there is

only one beam direction pair for a transmitter and a receiver

to achieve beam alignment at each time t .

Definition 1: The minimum latency to achieve beam align-

ment is defined by

T = inf{t : Br (t) = i∗ and Bs(t) = j∗}. (1)

Definition 2: A transmitter and a receiver sweep their

beam directions with an equal workload if each beam direc-

tion is selected with an equal probability, i.e.,

Pr{Br (t) = i} =
1

Nr
(2)

for all i, and

Pr{Bs(t) = j} =
1

Ns
(3)

for all j.

Due to the mobility nature of vehicles, the locations of

both a transmitter and a receiver may change over time.

Nevertheless, to achieve beam alignment, a transmitter and a

receiver only need to know the directions toward each other.

Therefore, without loss of generally, we can assume that the

location of a transmitter is fixed, and the location of a receiver,

denoted by Yr (t), can change over time. In this case, the pair

of transmission beam direction and reception beam direction

to achieve beam alignment (i∗,j∗) may change over time as

well. Let Z denote the number of possible locations where

a receiver may move to (indexed by z = 0, . . . ,Z − 1).

To capture the mobility behavior of a receiver, let Pr{Yr (t) =

z} = yz for all z denote the distribution of the location of a

receiver. For any location where a receiver moves to, there is a

corresponding pair of transmission beam direction and recep-

tion beam direction to achieve beam alignment, as illustrated

in Fig. 1(c). Therefore, we can generally consider Z = Nr
and

∑Z−1
z=0 yz = 1.

A. INITIAL ACCESS AND SA

At the initial access stage, there are two engineering concerns

requiring to be taken into the design consideration.
• A transmitter and a receiver are asynchronous in

terms of beam sweeping sequence: Since a transmitter

may not know when a receiver may move in the trans-

mitter’s coverage, a transmitter may determine its own

beam sweeping sequencewithout regarding the presence

of a receiver. However, even though the beam sweeping

sequence at the transmitter side can be defined in the

specification to be common knowledge to a receiver,

a receiver may not know the present beam direction of

the transmitter, since a receiver may not know the begin-

ning time when a transmitter launches beam sweeping.

• A transmitter and a receiver may not always have

a common geographic reference: If a common geo-

graphic reference (such as geographic north) is available

for both a transmitter and a receiver, then beam direc-

tions both at the transmitter side and receiver side can be

indexed according to the common geographic reference.

For example, both a transmitter and a receiver may index

the beam direction toward the geographic North as 0,

and increase the index counterclockwise, as illustrate

in Fig. 1(c). In this case, at any location, there is a corre-

sponding transmission beam direction j and a reception

beam direction i to achieve beam direction, such as the

beam pair (i = 1, j = 5) in Fig. 1(c). As a result,

the total number of possible beam pairs to achieve beam

alignment is limited to eight. However, if a common geo-

graphic reference is not available for a transmitter and

a receiver, then a transmitter and a receiver may index

their beam directions autonomously. Consequently, even

though the location of a receiver does not change, if a

receiver spins, then the original beam alignment pair

(i = 1, j = 5) may no longer achieve beam alignment,

as illustrated in Fig. 1(d). In this case, the total number

of possible beam pairs to achieve beam alignment is 64.

To eliminate above two concerns, the following three

remarks are essential for the latency-optimal beam sweeping

designs.
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Remark 1: For a latency-optimal beam sweeping design,

the beam sweeping sequence at the transmitter side has to be

periodic to facilitate a receiver to derive the beam direction

of a transmitter. In other words, there exists a Ls < ∞ such

that

Bs(t) = Bs(t + Ls), (4)

where Ls is called the period of the beam sweeping sequence.

Remark 2: To guarantee the occurrence of beam align-

ment, the beam sweeping designs at the transmitter side and

the receive side should guarantee the occurrence of all beam

pairs. This implies that the beam sweeping sequence at the

receiver side must also be periodic. In other words, there

exists a Lr < ∞ such that

Br (t) = Br (t + Lr ). (5)

Remark 3: To guarantee the occurrence of beam align-

ment and to minimize the latency to achieve beam alignment,

each combination of beam pairs should at least occur once

within a finite duration. In addition, each combination of

beam pairs should occur exactly once with a particular dura-

tion, and this duration is referred to as the upper bound of the

beam alignment latency.

After the initial access stage, a receiver may continuously

change its location. Therefore, beam sweeping should per-

formed continuously, which is known as SA as aforemen-

tioned. Fortunately, a receiver may obtain certain information

at the initial access stage. On the other hand, if a receiver

does not obtain any information from initial access, then the

situation is identical to initial access. There can be two types

of information: i) the availability of a common geographic

reference, and ii) the availability of the beam sequence at the

transmitter side. Based on these two information types, there

can be four situations.

• S1: Only a common geographic reference is available,

but not the beam sweeping sequence at the transmitter

side.

• S2: Only the beam sweeping sequence at the transmitter

side is available, but not a common geographic refer-

ence.

• S3: None of a common geographic reference and the

beam sweeping sequence at the transmitter side is avail-

able.

• S4: Both of a common geographic reference and the

beam sweeping sequence at the transmitter side are

available.

For (S2) and (S3) in which a common geographic reference

is not available, a receiver may not know which beam direc-

tion can achieve beam alignment even if a receiver has the

knowledge about the beam sweeping sequence of a transmit-

ter. As a result, these two situations degenerate to the initial

access. Consequently, the beam sweeping sequence designs

for initial access and SA can be harmonized, and we only

need to emphasize on the designs in that case that a common

geographic reference is available and case that a common

geographic reference is unavailable.

IV. OPTIMUM BEAM SWEEPING SEQUENCES WHEN A

COMMON GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE IS UNAVAILABLE

FOR S2 AND S3

When a common geographic reference is not available,

Remark 1 toRemark 3 should be satisfied. For this purpose,

a straightforward scheme is to adopt the time shift sequences

at the transmitter side and receiver side [34]. For example,

the beam direction 1 is selected at t = 1, the beam direction

2 is selected at t = 2, and the beam direction (d modNs (resp.

Nr )) is selected at t = d . In this manner, each combination

of beam pairs occurs exactly once within NsNr time slots.

In fact, the time shift sequences are of multiple forms, and

a general expression of the time shift sequences can be given

by the following definition.

Definition 3: Let ks and kr denote the indices of the

selected beam directions at the transmitter side and receiver

side, respectively, at each time t, i.e.,

Bs(t) = ks, (6)

Br (t) = kr . (7)

Bs(t) and Br (t) are said to be time shift sequences if

ks = (gst + bs) mod ps, for t = 1, 2, . . . (8)

kr = (gr t + br ) mod pr , for t = 1, 2, . . . (9)

where gs > 0 and gr > 0 are slopes of the sequences.

Ns ≤ ps ≤ Ls and Nr ≤ pr ≤ Lr are lengths of the sequences.

0 ≤ bs ≤ ps − 1 and 0 ≤ br ≤ pr − 1 are biases of the

sequences.

An example provided in the following demonstrates how

to apply different ps, gs and bs to generate different forms of

the beam sweeping sequences at the transmitter side.

Example 1: Consider a fixed Ns = 5. For ps = 5, gs =

1 and bs = 0, the generated beam sweeping sequence is

Bs(t) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2, 3, · · · }. For ps = 5, gs = 2

and bs = 0, the generated beam sweeping sequence is

Bs(t) = {1, 3, 5, 2, 4, 1, 3, 5, · · · }. For ps = 5, gs = 1

and bs = 1, the generated beam sweeping sequence is

Bs(t) = {2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2, 3, 4, · · · }. For ps = 6, gs = 1 and

bs = 0, the generated beam sweeping sequence is Bs(t) =

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 2, 1, 2, 3, · · · }.

As a result, if the beam sweeping sequences are gener-

ated from the time shift sequences, then the generated beam

sweeping sequences can be periodic. In the following lemma,

the properties of the time shift sequences are characterized,

which shows that if the beam sweeping sequences at the

transmitter side and receiver side are generated using the time

shift sequences, and if ps and pr are relatively prime numbers,

then each combination of beam pairs occurs exactly once

within pspr .

Lemma 1: Let βs = {0, 1, · · · ,Ns − 1} and βr =

{0, 1, · · · ,Nr − 1} denote the available sets of beam direc-

tions at the transmitter and receiver sides, respectively. The

following properties hold if ps and pr are relatively prime

numbers.

i) For any integer ds, βs ⊂ {Bs(t + ds), t = 1, 2, · · · , ps}.
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ii) For any integer dr , βr ⊂ {Br (t+dr ), t = 1, 2, · · · , pr }.

iii) Let βs
⋃

βr = {ks, kr : ks = 0, 1, · · · ,Ns − 1, kr =

0, 1, · · · ,Nr − 1} be the set of all pairs of available

transmission and reception beam directions. If ps and

pr are relatively prime numbers, then {Bs(t+ds),Br (t+

dr )} ⊂ βs
⋃

βr , t = 0, 1, · · · , pspr − 1, for any ds and

dr .

Proof: The proof can be easily done through using the

Chinese Remainder Theorem.

Although, in general, it can be ps ≥ Ns and pr ≥ Nr ,

to minimize the latency to achieve beam alignment, ps and

pr should be set to ps = Ns and pr = Nr in practice. From

above lemma, if Ns and Nr are relatively prime numbers (and

thus ps and pr are relatively prime numbers), then the occur-

rence of beam alignment can be guaranteed. As illustrated

in Fig. 3, when Ns and Nr are not relatively prime numbers

(Ns = Nr = 4), only a part of combinations of beam pairs

occur. On the other hand, if Ns and Nr are relatively prime

numbers (Ns = 3 and Nr = 4), then all combinations of

beam pairs occur certainly. However, the practical values of

Ns and Nr are designated by individual manufacturers, which

are not guaranteed to be relatively prime numbers. In this

case, the occurrence of beam alignment cannot be guaranteed

either.

When Ns and Nr may potentially not be relatively prime

numbers, ps and pr should be set to ps > Ns and pr > Nr ,

respectively. To further ensure that ps and pr are relatively

prime numbers, a commonmethod is to introduce anotherM -

bit cyclically unique codeword [35].

Definition 4: An M-bit codeword (w(0), w(1),· · · , w(M −

1)) is cyclically unique if, for any cyclic shift x, the code

word is not identical to (w(x), w(x + 1),· · · , w((M − 1 + x)

mod M)).

If a bit in the M -bit code is ‘‘0’’, then a 0-sequence with

period p0 is generated from the time shift sequences. If a bit

in theM -bit code is ‘‘1’’, then a 1-sequence with period p1 is

generated from the time shift sequences. The slopes of both

0- and 1-sequences are set to 1, while the biases of both 0- and

1-sequences are set to 0. The final beam sweeping sequences

at the transmitter side and receiver side are generated by

interleavingM 0/1-sequences based on the values of anM -bit

codeword.

Although M should be even, the size of M is not partic-

ularly restricted. We can assign the M -bit codewords to a

transmitter and a receiver with an even length M = 4 as an

example in practice.

Example 2: The 4-bit codewords at the transmitter side

and the receiver side can bews = (w(0),w(1),w(2),w(3)) =

(1, 1, 0, 0) and wr = (w(0),w(1),w(2),w(3)) = (0, 1, 0, 1),

respectively. The lengths of 0-sequence and 1-sequence at the

receiver side are pr,0 = Nr and pr,1 = Nr + 1, respectively.

The lengths of 0-sequence and 1-sequence at the transmitter

side are ps,0 = Ns and ps,1 = Ns + 1, respectively.

Based on this example, the beam sweeping sequences at the

transmitter side and receiver side can be generated accord-

ing to the algorithms provided in the following. In these

Algorithm 1 Beam Sweeping Sequence Generation at Trans-

mitter Side
Require: An available set of transmission beam directions

βs. The codeword lengthM is even andM ≥ 4.

Ensure: A deterministic sweeping sequence Bs(t) ∈ βs for

t = 1, 2, · · · ,H , where H > M , is generated.

1: for t = 1 to M

2: if t 6= 3, Bs(t) = fix(rand(0, Ns − 1))

3: else t = 3, Bs(3) = (Bs(1) + ⌈Ns/2⌉) mod Ns
4: for t = M + 1 to H

5: if t mod 2=1, Bs(t) = Bs(t −M ) + 1 mod ps,0
6: else t mod 2=0, Bs(t) = Bs(t −M ) + 1 mod ps,1
7: for t = 1 to H

8: if Bs(t) < Ns, Bs(t) = Bs(t)

9: else Bs(t) = α, α = (α + 1) mod Ns

Algorithm 2 Beam Sweeping Sequence Generation at

Receiver Side
Require: An available set of reception beam directions βr .

The codeword lengthM is even andM ≥ 4.

Ensure: A deterministic sweeping sequence Br (t) ∈ βr for

t = 1, 2, · · · ,H , where H > M , is generated.

1: for t = 1 to M

2: Br (t) = fix(rand(0, Nr − 1))-1

3: for t = M + 1 to H

4: if ⌊(t mod 4) modM/2⌋ = 1,

5: Br (t) = Br (t −M ) + 1 mod pr,0
6: elseif ⌊(t mod 4) modM/2⌋ = 0,

7: Br (t) = Br (t −M ) + 1 mod pr,1
8: for t = 1 to H

9: if Br (t) < Nr , Br (t) = Br (t)

10: else Br (t) = α, α = (α + 1) mod Nr

algorithms, rand(0, Ns − 1) denotes taking a random number

between 0 and Ns−1, and fix(rand(0, Ns−1)) denotes taking

the integer part of rand(0, Ns).

InAlgorithm 1 andAlgorithm 2, we only design the beam

sweeping sequence from t = 1 toH and the sequences repeat

from t = H + 1 to t = 2H , and so on. In the following

lemma, we analytically characterize H and show that each

combination of beam pairs should occur exactly once within

H . Please note that, in general the beam sweeping sequences

at the sender side and receiver side are homogeneous for

S2 and S3. Nevertheless, the sequence generation within

t = M + 1 to H in Algorithm 1 is different from that in

Algorithm 2. This design leads to Ns/2 differences between

the two 0-sequences at the transmitter side. We will elaborate

later that this design further reduces latency in for S4.

Lemma 2: If a transmitter usesAlgorithm 1 and a receiver

usesAlgorithm 2 to generate their beam sweeping sequences,

then each combination of beam pairs occurs exactly once

within

H = M · max(pr,0, ps,1) max(pr,1, ps,0) (10)

time slots.
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Proof: This lemma can be proven by examining the

following cases:

• Case 1 (pr,1 > pr,0 = ps,1 > ps,0): Since ps,0 and pr,1
are relatively prime numbers, the beam alignment time

is M · pr,1ps,0.

• Case 2 (ps,1 > ps,0 = pr,1 > pr,0): Since pr,0 and ps,1
are relatively prime numbers, the beam alignment time

is M · pr,0ps,1.

• Case 3 (ps,0 = pr,0 and ps,1 > pr,1): Since pr,0 and

ps,1 are relatively prime numbers, and ps,0 and pr,1 are

relatively prime numbers, the beam alignment time isM ·

pr,0ps,1 = M · pr,1ps,0.

As a result, each combination of beam pairs occurs once and

does not repeat withinM ·max(pr,0, ps,1) max(pr,1, ps,0) time

slots.

In above lemma, the performance bound (worst case per-

formance) to achieve beam assignment is characterized. In the

following corollary, we further derive the mean latency to

achieve beam alignment.

Corollary 1: Denote H = M · max(pr,0, ps,1)

max(pr,1, ps,0) as the worst case latency to achieve beam

alignment through using an equal workload to perform beam

sweeping, the mean latency to achieve beam alignment is

given by

E[T ] = NrNs + H (1 −
1

NrNs
)M . (11)

Proof: This proof can be done through direct derivation

as follows.

E[T ] =

H
∑

t=1

t · Pr{T = t}

=

M
∑

t=1

t · Pr{T = t} +

H
∑

M+1

t · Pr{T = t}

=

M
∑

t=1

t ·
1

NrNs
(1 −

1

NrNs
)t−1 +

H
∑

M+1

t · Pr{T = t}

≤

M
∑

t=1

t ·
1

NrNs
(1 −

1

NrNs
)t−1 + H

H
∑

M+1

·Pr{T = t}

= NrNs + H · Pr{T > M}

= NrNs + H (1 −
1

NrNs
)M . (12)

V. OPTIMUM BEAM SWEEPING SEQUENCES WHEN

ONLY A COMMON GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE IS

AVAILABLE FOR S1

As aforementioned, when a common geographic reference is

available, there is a corresponding transmission beam direc-

tion and a reception beam direction to achieve beam align-

ment at any location. Denote TS1 as the minimum latency to

achieve bean alignment,

TS1 = inf{t : Br (t) = i∗ and Bs(t) = j∗}. (13)

Since the location of a receiver z is a random variable with

the distribution Pr{Yr = z} = yz, TS1 is also a random vari-

able. Therefore, our goal turns out to design beam sweeping

sequences that is able to approach the mean of TS1 (denoted

by E[TS1]). For this purpose, we should characterize E[TS1]

in the following lemma.

Lemma 3: The mean of TS1 is given by

E[TS1] =

L
∑

t=1

t

max{Nr ,Ns}−1
∑

z=0

(yz
1

NrNs
)(1−yz

1

NrNs
)t−1, (14)

where L = max{Ls,Lr }.

Proof: This lemma can be obtained through direct

derivation.

To approach E[TS1], the following two propositions derive

the principles of the position and workload of the optimum

beam direction arrangement.

Proposition 1: All beam directions associated with the

receiver location with a higher probability should be

arranged at preceding positions in a beam sweeping

sequence.

Proof: To minimize E[TS1] in (14), the probability of

beam alignment for small t should be maximized. To this

end, the beam direction associated with the present highest yz
should be arranged at preceding positions of a beam sweeping

sequence, so as to increase the dominating factor yz
1

NrNs
and

minimize E[TS1].

In addition to the position of beam directions in a beam

sweeping sequence, we also desire to know how does

the workload of each beam direction in a beam sweep-

ing sequence affect E[TS1]. Let [z0, z1, · · · , zNr−1] denote

ordered indices of the receiver locations, where z0 is the

location index with the largest yz, z1 is the location index

with the second largest yz, and so on. We also denote

[Bz0 ,Bz1 , · · · ,BzNr−1
] as beam direction indices associated

with the location indices [z0, z1, · · · , zNr−1]. If the beam

direction Bz0 is selected from t = 1 to t = L Pr{Bz0}, where

Pr{Bzi} is the probability to select the ith beam direction Bzi ,

and Bz1 is selected from t = L Pr{Bz0}+1 to t = L[Pr{Bz0}+

Pr{Bz1}], and so on, then

E[TS1] =

L Pr{Bz0 }
∑

t=1

t

(

yz0 Pr{Bz0}
1

Ns

)

·

(

1 − yz0 Pr{Bz0}
1

Ns

)t−1

+

L[Pr{Bz0 }+Pr{Bz1 }]
∑

t=L Pr{Bz0 }+1

t

(

yz1 Pr{Bz1}
1

Ns

)

·

(

1 − yz1 Pr{Bz1}
1

Ns

)t−L Pr{Bz1 }

·

(

1 − yz0 Pr{Bz0}
1

Ns

)t−L Pr{Bz0 }

+ · · · . (15)

If the workload Pr{Bzi} changes, the upper limit of

the summation in (15) also changes. (15) thus reveals
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that E[TS1] is affected by the workload of each beam

direction.

Proposition 2: Using an equal workload to generate a

beam sweeping sequence is better than using any other work-

load arrangement.

Proof: If the workload Pr{Bzi} of a beam sweep-

ing sequence is proportional to yzi , a larger workload may

decrease the probability of beam alignment to be achieved at

the next beam direction. In fact, arranging a larger workload

at a particular beam direction only increases little probability

of beam alignment at this beam direction, since the probabil-

ity of beam alignment is smaller when t increases. However,

arranging a larger workload at a particular beam direction

may largely degrade the probability of beam alignment at

the next beam direction. This argument thus suggests the

optimality of the equal workload.

VI. OPTIMUM BEAM SWEEPING SEQUENCES WHEN

BOTH A COMMON GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE AND THE

TRANSMITTER BEAM SWEEPING SEQUENCE ARE

AVAILABLE FOR S4

For S4, a receiver knows not only which beam direction is

selected at all time t , but also which beam direction achieves

beam alignment. The receiver only needs to wait until the

transmitter selects the beam direction to achieve beam align-

ment. We therefore can reuse Algorithm 1 to generate the

beam sweeping sequence at the transmitter side and make it

a common knowledge. When the beam sweeping sequence at

the transmitter side is a common knowledge, we can observe

from (14) that the upper bound of the beam alignment latency

is reached when all beam directions at the transmitter side

have been present in the beam sweeping. An optimum beam

sweeping sequence design therefore should sweep over all

the beam directions as fast as possible. For this purpose,

in the design of Algorithm 1, there are always ⌈Ns/2⌉

differences between two 0-sequences at the transmitter

side.

Take Fig. 2 as an illustration example, in which Ns
is 5. If one 0-sequence is (1, 2, 3, 4, 5,· · · ) and another

0-sequence is (2, 3, 4, ,5 ,1 ,· · · ), then the difference between

each element of these two 0-sequences is one, which is less

than ⌈Ns/2⌉ = 3. In this case, the generated beam sweeping

sequence is (1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 1,· · · ). As a result,

it takes eight time slots for a transmitter to sweep over all

beam directions. On the other hand, if one 0-sequence is (1,

2, 3, 4, 5,· · · ) and another 0-sequence is designed to (4, 5, 1,

2, 3 ,· · · ), then the difference between each element of these

two 0-sequences is three, which satisfies ⌈Ns/2⌉ = 3. In this

case, the generated beam sweeping sequence is (1, 4, 2, 5, 3,

1,· · · ). As a result, it takes only five time slots for a transmitter

to sweep over all beam directions.

The spirit of this design is to guarantee that all beam

directions at the transmitter side can be swept during the

minimum time duration. For this design to reuse Algo-

rithm 1, the upper bound of the beam alignment latency is

TS4 ≤ M⌈Ns/2⌉/2.

FIGURE 2. An example of two 0-sequences with and without ⌈Ns/2⌉

differences.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. LATENCY PERFORMANCE OF S2 AND S3

We first evaluate the latency performance of the proposed

beam sweeping scheme for S2 and S3, as these two situations

align with the case of initial access. As aforementioned, if all

beam directions are swept with an equal workload, then the

ideal latency performance is O(NsNr ). However, if Ns and Nr
are not relatively prime numbers, then the occurrence beam

alignment cannot be guaranteed. By applying the proposed

scheme with the facilitation with 4-bit cyclically unique

codewords, then the worst case latency can be bounded by

(10). To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme

comparing with these performance bounds, in Fig. 3 to Fig. 5,

the performances in terms of average latency to achieve beam

alignment over 10,000 repeated experiments under different

Ns and Nr values are provided. The upper bound of latency

performance derived in (10) and NsNr are provided above

each bar in Fig. 3 to Fig. 5.

We can observe from Fig. 3 to Fig. 5 that the beam align-

ment latency increases as Nr and Ns increase, which also

show that the beam alignment latency of the proposed scheme

effectively approaches the ideal performance. The derived

worst case performance in (10) also provides an effective

bound for the beam alignment latency.

B. LATENCY PERFORMANCE OF S1

We next evaluate the latency performance of the proposed

beam sweeping scheme for S1. In this performance evalua-

tion, it is assumed there are four (Z = 4) possible locations

where a receiver can move to, and Nr = 4. If a receiver is at

location z = 0, then a receiver selecting the beam direction

i = 0 can achieve beam alignment. If a receiver is at location

z = 1, then a receiver selecting the beam direction i = 1

can achieve beam alignment, and so on. The distribution of

z is assumed to be [yz0 , yz1 , yz2 , yz3 ] = [0.5, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1].
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FIGURE 3. Average latency performance of beam alignment when Ns = 8
and 16.

FIGURE 4. Average latency performance of beam alignment when
Ns = 32 and 64.

To evaluate the performance of E[TS1], the following four

scenarios are considered.

• Scenario 1. The workload of each beam direction in the

beam sweeping sequence at the receiver side is propor-

tional to the distribution of receiver’s location. That is,

if the period of the beam sweeping sequence is Lr , then

the workloads of the four beam directions are [0.5Lr ,

0.2Lr , 0.2Lr , 0.1Lr ]. In addition, all beam directions

associated with the location with a higher probability are

arranged at preceding positions in the beam sweeping

sequence. Taking Lr = 10 as an illustration example,

the beam sweeping sequence is designated to (0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,· · · ).

• Scenario 2. Regardless of the receiver’s location distri-

bution, an equal workload is adopted to arrange each

beam direction in the beam sweeping sequence. That

is, the workloads of the four directions are [0.25Lr ,

0.25Lr , 0.25Lr , 0.25Lr ]. All beam directions associated

FIGURE 5. Average latency performance of beam alignment when
Ns = 128 and 256.

with the location with a higher probability are arranged

at preceding positions in the beam sweeping sequence.

That is, for Lr = 10, the beam sweeping sequence is (0,

0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3,· · · ). Please note that this scenario

is the proposed scheme.

• Scenario 3. An equal workload is adopted to arrange

each beam direction, and all beam direction associated

with the location with a lower probability are arranged

at preceding positions in the beam sweeping sequence.

That is, for Lr = 10, the beam sweeping sequence is

(3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0,· · · ).

• Scenario 4. An equal workload is adopted to arrange

each beam direction, and at least one beam direction

associated with the location with a higher probabil-

ity is arranged at preceding positions of at least one

beam direction associated with the location with a lower

probability. That is, for Lr = 10, the beam sweeping

sequence is (0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1,· · · ).

In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the performances in terms of E[TS1 ]

for different considered scenarios are shown, we can observe

that the performance of the proposed scheme (i.e., Scenario 2)

outperforms other scenarios for different periods of the beam

sweeping sequences. This result thus fully demonstrates the

optimality of the proposed scheme.

Besides the considered distribution [0.5, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1],

we further adopt another distribution of z in which each

location is reached with an equal probability (i.e., [0.25, 0.25,

0.25, 0.25]). For such distribution of z, the following scenar-

ios are further considered in the performance evaluation.

• Scenario 5. The workloads of the four beam directions

are the same as that in Scenario 1, even the distribution

of z has been changed (i.e., [0.5Lr , 0.2Lr , 0.2Lr , 0.1Lr ]).

In addition, the beam direction arrangement is also the

same as that in Scenario 1. Taking Lr = 10 as an

illustration example, the beam sweeping sequence is

designated to (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3,· · · ).
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FIGURE 6. Average latency performance of beam alignment when Lr = 10
(Scenario 2 is the proposed scheme).

FIGURE 7. Average latency performance of beam alignment when Lr = 20
(Scenario 2 is the proposed scheme).

• Scenario 6. Regardless of the receiver’s location distri-

bution, an equal workload is adopted to arrange each

beam direction in the beam sweeping sequence. That

is, the workloads of the four directions are [0.25Lr ,

0.25Lr , 0.25Lr , 0.25Lr ]. All beam directions associated

with the location with a higher probability are arranged

at preceding positions in the beam sweeping sequence.

That is, for Lr = 10, the beam sweeping sequence is

(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3,· · · ).

• Scenario 7. An equal workload is adopted to arrange

each beam direction, and all beam direction associated

with the location with a lower probability are arranged

at preceding positions in the beam sweeping sequence.

That is, for Lr = 10, the beam sweeping sequence is

(3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0,· · · ).

• Scenario 8. An equal workload is adopted to arrange

each beam direction. For Lr = 10, the beam sweeping

sequence is (0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1,· · · ).

FIGURE 8. Average latency performance of beam alignment when Lr = 10
(Scenario 6 is the proposed scheme).

FIGURE 9. Average latency performance of beam alignment when Lr = 20
(Scenario 6 is the proposed scheme).

The performance ofE[Ts1 ] under such uniform distribution

of z is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 with Lr = 10 and

Lr = 20, respectively. Since z is uniformly distributed,

different position arrangements of beam directions may not

impact the latency performance. Therefore, the performances

in Scenario 6, Scenario 7 and Scenario 8 adopting an equal

workload are around the same level. However, since an equal

workload is not adopted in Scenario 6, the performance is

significantly degraded.

C. LATENCY PERFORMANCE OF S4

Finally, we evaluate the latency performance of the proposed

beam sweeping scheme for S4. In this performance evalua-

tion, Algorithm 2 is reused to generate the beam sweeping

sequence at the transmitter side, and a cyclically unique

codeword with M = 4 is adopted. In addition, two scenarios

are considered.
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FIGURE 10. Average latency performance of beam alignment under
different Ns and Nr (Scenario 1 is the proposed scheme).

• Scenario 1. In this scenario, there are ⌈Ns/2⌉ differences

of beam directions between two 0-sequences. This sce-

nario is our proposed scheme.

• Scenario 2. In this scenario, there are no ⌈Ns/2⌉ differ-

ences of beam directions between two 0-sequences.

In Fig. 10, the average latency of beam alignment in these

two scenarios are shown under different Ns, and Nr is set

to Nr = Ns. We can observe from Fig. 10 that proposed

scheme outperforms the scheme without introducing ⌈Ns/2⌉

differences of beam directions between two 0-sequences.

This result thus fully demonstrates the effectiveness of the

proposed scheme.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we derive the latency-optimal beam sweeping

sequences for a transmitter and a receiver under four situa-

tions: S1) Only a common geographic reference is available;

S2) Only the beam sweeping sequence at the transmitter side

is available; S3) None of a common geographic reference

and the beam sweeping sequence at the transmitter side is

available; S4) Both a common geographic reference and the

beam sweeping sequence at the transmitter side are available.

For S2 and S3 in which a common geographic reference is not

available,Algorithm 1 andAlgorithm 2 are developed based

on time shift sequences with cyclically unique codewords

to generate the latency-optimal beam sweeping sequences

at the transmitter side and receiver side, respectively. For

S1 in which a common geographic reference is available, two

principles for the latency-optimal beam sweeping sequence

designs are derived: 1) All beam directions associated with

the receiver location with a higher probability should be

arranged at preceding positions in a beam sweeping sequence,

and 2) using an equal workload to generate a beam sweeping

sequence is better than using any other workload arrange-

ment. For S4, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are proposed

to be reused in generating the beam sweeping sequences at

the transmitter side and receiver side, respectively. In the

meantime, we propose that there should always be ⌈Ns/2⌉

differences of beam directions between two 0-sequences. Our

simulation results fully show that the proposed schemes can

effectively approach the ideal performance, to demonstrate

the practicability for the next generation driving use cases

using mmWave carriers.
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